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The conversation turned to Billow's religious convictions.
In reply to my comment that Prince and Princess Billow
were inclined to be free-thinkers, M. said : " Well, of course,
in cultured circles one never discusses the religious con-
victions of one's friends and acquaintances; one lets them
choose their own way to salvation. I have myself seen the
Princess when, together with the Prince, she was received by
Pope Pius X, fall on her knees and go through all the cere-
monial customary on these occasions. So she had not then
by any means renounced the Catholic cult/'
M. declared that the Billows had now undoubtedly the
most notable political salon in Rome.
We mentioned one of the Prince's most eminent colleagues
and co-operators. M. said : " Billow influenced the Kaiser
against Posadovski and brought about his dismissal in 1907,
despite the fact that he was beyond any doubt an efficient and
extremely experienced man. Billow can't be exonerated from
the reproach of having not infrequently surrounded himself
with second-rate men, or made careers for them."
The talk then turned to Regierungsrat Martin's last book,
in which Billow was discussed. M. stated that he had himself
gone through it with the Prince in Rome and convinced
If that there was no truth in its statements.
And now let me give the word to the sharpest tongue in all
the old German imperial diplomacy. Count Monts, with
whose permission I publish the following, here expresses
himself on the subject of his former chief with rathless
severity. Those who take up a milder and more kindly
attitude towards the memory of the late Prince cannot turn
a completely deaf ear to such an opinion,
vienna,
zist May, 1911.
I have just come from a long conversation with Count
Monts, whom I had not seen for many years. He has been
meanwhile for several years Ambassador at the Quitmal.
But before the downfall of Billow he had—some time after
his marriage with Frau von Haniel—left his post in^ Rome
and retired to her estate of Haimhausen near Munich. I
visited him in the HStel Imperial and he received me with all

